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love affair between foreign
ers,” writes EdmundWhite in
his new novel, The Married
Man, “is always as much the

mutual seduction of two cultures as a
meeting between two people.” As Mr.
White reminded us previously in one of
the various fictions of his autobiography,
the French refer to a love affair as a “story”
(une histoire), and in this particular
story—in essence an elegy for his late
companion, Hubert Sorin, who died in
1994—White delves into the subterfuge,
evasions, and exaggerations we erect to
beguile lovers and shield ourselves from
harsh truths. Need we offer up our emo
tional and sexual history every time we
embark on romance? Do we demur,
forgive such lapses of candor in those we
hope to woo? Allegorizing these questions
asa romance between White’s surrogate,
an FIIV-positive (albeit healthy) American
furniture’ scholar and writer living in Paris,
and a French architect allows White to
examine the facades of the self——or its
“mythic lacquer,” as well as indulge in his
signature thematic obsessions in lapidary
prose: the nuance of etiquette, the inter
section of the personal and political, the
solace of friendship, the nature of memory.
hi a sense, The Married Man grew out

of the first chapter of his previous novel,
The Farewell Symphony, and to a greater
degree the memoir Our Paris: Sketches
From Memory, his remarkable collabora
tion with Sorin, whose illustrations (dess
inées) are the perfect accompaniment to

White’s narrative. Significant elements of
his life with Sorin as tàld in Our Paris are
reprised in the plot of The Married Man
and ‘are hardly altered except for the
curriculum vitae of the characters and
the contrasting tone of each—’faux naij”
(as White describes it in the memoir’s
introduction) and autumnal in The Mar
ried Man. Indeed, this• counterpoise in
tone could be read as a poignant measure
of how painful it must have been for
White to express his loss formally in
the midst of Sorin’s decline, and the
necessity to remember everything about
their life together:
The novel opens on Austin Smith

alone after a previous fling has soured.
Ensconced on the 1e Saint-Louis, Austin

spends time with his clique of younger
Parisians and sophisticated expatriates,
procrastinating work on a gargantuan en
cyclopedia of 1 8th-century French furni
ture, authenticating provenances for the
occasional baroness, and working out at a
gym frequented by few Americans. There,
Austin encounters Julien, a married man
two decades his junior. Perhaps Austin’s
“heightened sense of the swath his life
was cutting,” or his impending 50th birth
day, allows him to see that this aristocratic
Frenchman “could be courted but not
groped.” They began to see each other,
and their involvement deepens. Austin
wrestles with ‘disclosing -his sëropositive
status even as he fears scaring away
Julien. But suddenly Julien becomes

seriously ill and discovers he, too, is
1-IIV-positive, though with a drastically
depleted T-cell count. Hopping from Paris
to Venice, Providence to Key West, the
remainder of the book chronicles
their five-year “marriage” until Julien
succumbs during a transfusion in a
Marrakesh hospital.
Last September in New York, the ever-

affable White read the Venice chapter of
his book to a packed crowd at KGB, the
smoky, cerise room of an East Village
bar decorated with Bolshevik kitsch. Dis
covering a page missing from his manu
script, White apologized but continued ad
lib-ing the missing text without missing a
beat. White said, apropos of a question
about how this novel fit in relation to his
great trilogy of postwar gay life (A Boys
Own Story, The Beautiflil Room Is Empty,
The Farewell Symphony), that writing The

- Married Man in the third-person had
• “freed” him to tell the story objectively
‘in the same way as living in Paris and
communicating in French day-to-day had
necessitated a succinct conversational
style with no time for an emphasis on
irony. Indeed, The Married Man will be
come a touchstone in the evolution of his
style, not just for its sharp delineation
from the first-person narratives of his
trilogy. In The Married Man, White has
reined in his florid stylistic impulses, and
he employs irony sparingly.
When White riffs on the emotional
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